
Release Notes for 11/14/2019 WISEid/WISEstaff  

Production Release  
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Hotfix Name changes by Upload not 

getting into index 
Fixed issue so name changes are in 

index so you search by them and also 

the WISEstaff Contract Upload can see 

them without generating last name 

mismatch with WISEid errors. 

WISEid/WISEstaff: analysis code review of security 

access (Access Forbidden issues) 
Resolved some Access Forbidden 

issues around non-admin roles 

blocking access to some pages in 

application.  This does NOT resolve 

other Access Forbidden issues which 

DPI is still looking into. 

WISEid/WISEstaff: improve methods performance Made modifications to system code  to 

increase system performance. 

WISEid/WISEstaff: Change column name on View 

Upload Results page 
On View Upload Results changed 

Changes column header to Change 

Requests to be more descriptive.  

WISEid: Analysis: Testing of Download Transaction 

History after database upgrade 
Tested and found the Download 

Transaction History is still slow even 

after database upgrade.  Created ticket 

for the future to find ways to increase 

performance. 

WISEStaff: Hotfix Improve Performance on 

Contract Uploads 
Fixed performance issue with Contract 

Uploads taking up to 1 hour in some 

cases.  Now less than a minute as they 

should be. 

WISEstaff: Update TEPDL audit view for grades In the past we delivered only low and 

high grades for each assessment to the 

license audit application. This year we 



will also send exact grade levels 

selected and license audit can adjust 

rules to use these when needed to be 

precise with grade levels. 

WISEstaff: Add license replacements to licensing 

download Expiring filter logic 
Added the following license 

combinations to the logic for filtering 

out staff from appearing on the 

licensing download when filtering by 

expiration date range: 

● When expiring License Type = 

T601 and Stage = SUB5, allow 

License Type = T001 and Stage 

= SB59 to be considered an 

equivalent license so that if 

staff holds T001 / SB59 with 

matching Position/Subject and 

an expiration date beyond the 

selected expiration date range, 

that record will not appear on 

the expiring license report. 

Added logic to look for exact license 

replacements with a future expiration 

date for a staff person: 

● When a license is expiring 

during the selected date range 

and the person holds the same 

license for a future expiration 

date beyond the selected date 

range, they should be excluded 

from the expiring license report 

because their replacement 

license covers / extends the 

expiring one.  



WISEstaff: Update Average Teacher Salary widget 

current year calculation 
Changed Average Teacher Salary 

widget on Data Quality Dashboard for 

Your Hiring Agency current year to 

populate data from live system if no 

snapshot has been created yet for 

year.  

WISEstaff: Revise layout of data quality dashboard Made some cosmetic changes to the 

Data Quality Dashboard. Revise the 

verbiage in the About the Data pop-up 

for the Average Teacher Salary widget 

to reflect "Teachers who have a 

full-time equivalency (FTE) sum, for 

position 53 (Teacher), of .95 or 

greater."  

WISEstaff: Update logic and message for library 

assignment validation warning 
Updated the logic for the L2 validation 

warning code 6361 when validating 

staff data to look for the assignment 

code 86, 87, or 91 per district, not per 

school as when we first rolled out. 

● Warning code: 6361 

● Description: Your working 

agency has no staff with library 

specialist assignments: 

Librarian, Library Media 

Specialist, or Library Media 

Supervisor. If your agency has 

no library specialist 

assignments, acknowledge this 

warning with comments; 

otherwise add a library 

specialist assignment." 

Agencies excluded from this 

validation are: Charter, 2R 

Charter Schools, CMOs, DOC, 

DHS, CCDEBs, and WCBVI and 

WSD. 



WISEstaff: Add teacher salary and fringe metrics to 

dashboard 
Added a new section to the Average 

Teacher Salary widget on the Data 

Quality Dashboard called "Current Year 

Teacher Salaries" 

● Added the following to the 

Current Year Teacher Salaries 

widget: 

○ Current Year Low Salary 

○ Current Year High Salary 

○ Current Year Low Fringe 

○ Current Year High Fringe 

● A tool tip shows when hovering 

over any of the salary or fringe 

amounts with the WISEid and 

name of the person that goes 

with the contract containing 

that value.  

○ If more than one 

contract shares that 

value, show each 

applicable WISEid and 

name combination 

● All salary and fringe values 

should pull from the district's 

contracts where the staff 

person meets the following 

assignment qualifications: 

○ Position code = 53, 

except 53-0970 

○ Contract days = 160 or 

more 

○ FTE = .95 or more 

○ Subcontracted question 

= No 

○ Hiring agency is not a 

CESA 



WISEstaff: Add a Licensed Assignments comparison 

widget to the dashboard 
Added new Licensed Assignment Count 

widget to Data Quality Dashboard  - 

Hiring Agency Counts section.  This is 

particularly helpful for the preliminary 

audit to verify you have least gotten all 

your assignments requiring a license in 

the system for the preliminary audit. 

WISEstaff: Hotfix Staff List Delete button broken Fixed the issue where the Delete 

button on the Staff List wasn’t deleting 

the Contracts and Assignments for the 

person as it should. 

 


